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The main data sets in this edited volume of 13 studies of grammatical outcomes in
bilingual situations come from all over the globe, from the Pacific Rim to Latin
America to Europe. The authors are linguists and they largely detail grammatical
changes in indigenous languages with limited renown. Still, this subject matter is of
interest to readers of this journal because of the settings and the speakers
themselves. First, the setting for many contributions is the home ground of an
indigenous minority group that maintains its language, but with many members who
may be better speakers of an alien language with international prestige that is often
the main official language of the nation-state where they reside. The correlations
between a specific type of social setting, as well as the language’s ethnolinguistic
vitality, and structural changes in a given language are not necessarily clear, but
they are variables that language planners might well keep in mind. Second, these
studies show how speakers of minority languages (and non-standard dialects) are
not merely passive linguistic consumers. Through the process that linguists call
grammaticalization, they generate new forms (lexical items or grammatical
elements), either from material in their own languages or in combination with
material from other contact languages. Also, how minority indigenous peoples who
maintain their L1, as well as non-standard dialect speakers, make use of their
bilingual (or bi-dialectal) repertoire can be related to their communicative goals.
That is, if their goals are to participate in many public contexts, minority groups are
the ones who are obliged to become bilingual, not speakers of the official language
or its prestige dialect. Thus, bilingualism has important social functions for many
indigenous peoples. But then it can also become the conduit for changes in their
home languages. The studies in this volume are empirical evidence of the rather
dramatic changes in certain types of grammatical elements that occur in such
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bilingual contexts and which need to be considered when national language policies
are formulated, especially those relating to education.
The major theme of this volume is that in different settings, the same
grammatical process occurs in unrelated languages; this process especially results in
grammatical changes in an indigenous language when in contact with another
language that is identified with political and economic dominance. Admittedly, this
process, known as grammatical replication, is of more interest to linguists than
language policy scholars. But that it occurs at all and in what contexts is an
indication of social relations, and this relationship should spark some interest.
Thus, the basic idea expressed over and over in this volume is that minority
speakers find material available in a more dominant language and create structures
on the model. Another generalization is stressed by Aikhenvald (pp. 77–109), who
draws on her extensive fieldwork in the Amazon (Aikhenvald 2002, inter alia) to
provide an overview of language obsolescence. She points out that often changes in
languages showing varying degrees of near extinction are no different from those in
‘‘healthy’’ languages; they just differ in their ‘‘increase in quantity’’ and the ‘‘speed
of change’’ (p. 82).
Another way to look at the types of language change discussed here to is
recognize that structures arising in contact situations are not entirely new; they are
built on patterns that exist in other languages, especially prestigious languages that
are present in the context of change. Heine’s chapter (pp. 125–166) illustrates this
by detailing ‘‘polysemy copying’’, how a language restructures an existing element
by adding to it a meaning from another language. He cites the example of
Guerne´ssias speakers of Norman French on the Channel Island Guernsey, who,
because of contact with English, replaced the Guerne´ssias preposition atou (‘with’,
‘by means of’) with another indigenous preposition that had a more comitative
meaning: douve (‘together with’). That is, the meaning of douve was extended to
resemble English with, which has both meanings. Heine writes, ‘‘Guerne´ssias
speakers replicated the polysemy they were confronted with in English, thereby
creating an equivalence relation between the two languages concerned’’ (p. 125).
Throughout the volume, many contributors refer to Heine and Kuteva (2005), who
argue that contact-induced grammatical change is a process occurring in several
unidirectional steps. However, in this chapter, Heine sees polysemy copying as
more like lexical copying than grammatical replication.
Another theme in contact-related change is that innovations also occur, but those
involving grammatical features are less documented than those that depend on
equivalence relations between two contact languages. Chamoreau (pp. 53–76)
discusses a new feature that now appears in Purepecha (formerly called Tarascan), a
MesoAmerican language in southwest Mexico that has been in contact with Spanish
for nearly five centuries. This feature is a degree construction (i.e., a meaning such
as ‘‘more x than y’’) that employs a Spanish element (entre), but with a new
meaning.
A number of chapters are especially noteworthy either for the innovative
arguments they offer or their extensive empirical data. One of Matras’s goals in his
contribution (pp. 17–52) is to argue that speakers exercise their creativity in
whatever changes they initiate. He writes, ‘‘My assumption is that such innovations
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are not arbitrary, but follow goal-oriented tasks’’ (p. 20). Grant’s chapter (pp.
311–358) is an exhaustive survey showing how certain discourse markers are among
the first elements that a less dominant language is likely to take in from a more
prestigious language. Space requirements do not allow discussion of the other
contributions; however, the editors’ claim in their introduction (pp. 1–15) is ably
supported. That is, the contributions do deal with ‘‘some never before described
morphosyntactic variations’’ (p. 1) and all the authors do offer empirically-based
discussions that are convincing; language contact does seem to be the key
motivating factor for these new patterns.
A minor quarrel with the volume is that hardly any authors situate their data in a
sociolinguistic sense; many don’t even locate geographically the language or
languages involved. Epps’s chapter is an exception (pp. 195–229). She discusses the
possible elaboration of a single element (ni, originally a verb of existence and
location) in Vaupe´s languages in the northwest Amazon region. Still, she devotes
almost four pages including a map (pp. 198–201) to a sociolinguistic profile of the
languages involved and their speakers as well as the socio-economic relations
among the various groups.
In summary, this volume offers readers of this journal an insight into interactions
they don’t usually consider. That is, this volume can be characterized as about
interactions between languages, but they are obviously interactions between
peoples. And isn’t this what language policies should be about?
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